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Teen Talk’s Mind Matters Game 

 
Goal:  

 To have fun while educating, linking youth to local resources and 
reinforcing information learned about coping, wellness and various 
mental illnesses. 

 
Have Ready: 
 

 Mind Matters questions and answers. 
 Mind Matters game board (see example on following page) 
 Prize(s) for winning team (optional) 

 
Instructions: 
 

 This game is meant to reinforce mental health information that has 
already been covered.  

 Divide the group into two teams and have them choose team names. 
 Decide which team will go first. One way to decide is by getting them to 

guess a randomly chosen number between 1 and 10 that you have in 
mind. 

 The teams will take turns choosing a category and points value, and 
answering a question. 

 Keep score on a chalk/white board. 
 Encourage each team to huddle and work together to come up with the 

correct answer. To encourage team work, we let them know that if one 
person shouts-out an incorrect answer, the other team can “steal” if 
they know the correct answer.  

 There is no need to ask every question, the game can be as brief or 
extended as needed. 

 At Teen Talk we try to play a “Final Jeopardy” where each team 
chooses an amount of points to wager.
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MIND MATTERS GAME 
 

 

   Coping     Resources      Wild Card    Wellness 
       

       

   100   100    100      100 

 

       200  200    200      200 

 

   300  300    300      300
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Mind Matters Game Questions 
 
Coping Questions 
 
100 pts. What are 4 things a person can do to get themselves through a hard 
time? 

 Do things they like 
 Talk to someone they trust 
 Get their body moving (i.e. sports, walking, dancing, swimming etc.) 
 Eat yummy foods 
 Get lots of rest 

 
100 pts. How can we support a friend?   

 Listen to them without judgment and believe what they are saying 
 Ask them who else they feel comfortable talking to 
 Go with them to a counsellor/teen clinic/ hospital/Elder/etc 
 Stay with them while they call the helpline 

 
200 pts. Name two things you could say if you called a help line.  

 I’m having a hard time; I need to talk to somebody; Today was really tough; 
I’m not sure what to say; I need help; I need someone to listen, Hello... etc.   
 

200 pts. Name 5 things someone can do to reduce their stress? 
 Talk to someone you trust, a friend, family member, Elder, teacher, counsellor, 

or crisis line. 
 Hang out with friends 
 Cry, laugh and get or give hugs 
 Do something creative, draw, paint, or play music 
 Talk to people/have conversations 
 Write down your feelings in a letter, journal, blog, or diary 
 Get information (medical doctor, Elder, spiritual leader, web, etc.) 
 Watch movies 
 Play sports, dance, sing, ride bike 
 Read poetry or create your own 
 Go shopping  
 Build or fix something 
 Masturbate 
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 Spend time alone/get to know yourself 
 Meditate or pray 
 Positive self talk 
 Mindfulness/deep breathing 

 
300 pts. Why is cutting or self-harm different than a suicide attempt and what 
else could someone do that is safer? (Cutting is a form of self harm, which is when 
someone hurts or injures themselves on purpose.) 

 It is a way of coping or trying to get through a tough time, and not necessarily 
an attempt at suicide. Often the goal is to feel better. 

 Use red marker to write on the body, hold an ice cube until it stings, snap an 
elastic band or pinch the skin. Not breaking the skin is a safer way. 

 Use a healthier coping technique, go for a walk, talk to someone, call a help 
line etc. 

 
300pts. How can talking about mental health be helpful? Give two reasons. 

 Process what’s going on: share your feelings, work out what’s bothering you 
and explore what you can do about it 

 Feel better 
 Don’t feel alone 
 Feel cared for 
 Create a connection between two people 
 Helps reduce stigma 

 
 

Resources Questions 
 

100 pts. Name a website or an app we’ve mentioned that you can go to for 
information on mental health? 

 Teentalk.ca 
 Stopbreaththink.org and the Stop Breath Think App 
 Reasontolive.ca 

 
 
Can also mention: 

 Canadian Mental Health Association (www.cmha.ca) 
 Calminthestorm.ca and Calm in the Storm App 

http://www.cmha.ca/
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 MB Farm, Rural and Northern Support Services  
 
100 pts. Name a phone line that is open 24/7 that you can call if you need to 
talk to someone? 

 Klinic  Crisis Line 1.888.322.3019 or 204.786.8686 
 Manitoba Suicide Line 1.877.435.7170 
 Kids Help Phone 1.800.668.6868 
 Manitoba Farm, Rural and Northern Support Services 1.866.367.3276 

 
200 pts. Name 4 places where can you get information if you think you or a 
friend might have a mental illness or is thinking of suicide?  

 A guidance counsellor 
 Crisis lines 
 Trusted website (i.e. Manitoba Suicide Line) 
 A doctor 
 Child and Adolescent Mental Health Program Centralized Intake 
 A community health centre or Nursing Station 
 A parent or family member (the important thing is to tell someone you trust, 

and to find reliable information) 
 Manitoba Suicide Line: 1.877.435.7170 or 1.866.213.2213 
 The library 

 
200 pts. Name three things you should ask a pharmacist or doctor when 
getting prescribed medication for a mental illness: 

 What are the side effects? 
 Why am I taking this?  
 Are there any alternatives to taking this medication? 
 Is this the lowest dose I can take for it to be effective? 
 What are the expected results? 
 If I take drugs/alcohol or another medication while on this prescription, what 

will happen? 
 How long should I take it for? 
 Will it make my birth control pill less effective? 
 What should I do if I miss a dose? 
 How often should I take it? 
 What time of the day should I take this? 
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300 pts. Why may a support group be helpful? (Support groups exist for a variety 
of topics and are pretty easy to join. They usually are run by groups of people 
dealing with a particular topic who sit together for a period of time and share their 
experiences.)  

 To get information 
 To not be alone and have a sense of belonging 
 Gives people a chance to share their experiences of struggle and recovery 

which may help people learn to cope better 
 Might give someone a sense of purpose or something to do 

(They are usually free. Contact local health centres, community associations or the 
nursing station to find out what groups are running in your area). 
 
300pts. Name 5 things that could give someone inner strength. 

 Friends, family, partner, employment, nature, school, art, working out, helping 
others, cultural or spiritual practices etc. 

 

 
Wild Card Questions 
 
100 pts.  According to MB Health Survey how many young people feel they are 
functioning well mentally? a) 80% b) 60% c) 50% ? 

 B 60%1 
 
100pts. Demi Lavato lives with what mental illeness? Bipolar disorder. She is an 
advocate working to reduce stigma by speaking openly about mental illness and the 
importance of mental health. 
  
200 pts. How are people with schizophrenia usually shown on T.V., in the news 
or movies? And what is the problem with that? 

 Violent, dangerous, low IQ, multiple personality. It reinforces these false ideas 
and makes it harder for anyone dealing with schizophrenia to get help. 

  
200 pts. It is okay to ask a friend if they are thinking about suicide. Name two 
reasons why. 

 It shows that we care; that we noticed and are worried about our friend. 
 Extends a hand so they are not alone; may break isolation. 

                                                 
1 http://partners.healthincommon.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/2012-13-Manitoba-YHS-Report_FINAL.pdf Accessed July 
2015 

http://partners.healthincommon.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/2012-13-Manitoba-YHS-Report_FINAL.pdf
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 Allows person to talk about what is going on which is the first step to getting 
help. 

 
300pts. Why are eating disorders considered a mental illness?  

 Eating disorders cause someone to obsess about perceived flaws in their 
appearance or prevent them from listening to their body when it’s hungry, full 
or injured from over-exercise. Like other mental illnesses, eating disorders 
require treatment and may require support from friends and family. 

(For help with an eating disorder contact Health Science Centre’s Child and 
Adolescent Eating Disorders Program 204-787-7218 located at 771 Bannatyne 
Ave in Wpg). 

 
300 pts. Name a reason for each: Why would a person want a mental health 
diagnosis? Why would a person not want a mental health diagnosis? 

 May make it easier to access info, resources, treatment and connect with other 
people. 

 Don’t want the label or the treatment, stigma.  
 We get to decide for ourselves whether or not we seek out a diagnosis. Either 

way we deserve to be treated with respect. 
 
300 pts. How can you support a friend that maybe considering suicide? Name 
2 things. 

 Listen to them without judging their feelings, give them information (like help 
line numbers) that might be useful, go with them to speak to a counsellor, 
teacher, doctor (someone they trust), if they are thinking of suicide right now, 
go with them to a hospital emergency department, call a crisis line or even the 
police (RCMP) to keep them safe. 
 

 

Wellness Questions 
 
100 pts. Why is taking care of our physical, emotional and spiritual health 
important? 

 Because they greatly affect our mental health and all areas of our health are 
interconnected. Striving for balance and wellness means paying attention to 
all aspects of our health. (This includes sexual health too!) 

  
100 pts. Name one thing you can do today to feel good about yourself? 
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 Compliment yourself 
 Eat food we love 
 Talk to someone who cares 
 Treat yourself  
 Try something we’ve always wanted to 
 Move our body in ways that feel good 
 Hangout with positive people in our life 
 Etc… 

 
200 pts. Why is it important to make time for ourselves and have fun?  

 Gives us a break so we can reenergize 
 Helps us cope when times are harder 
 Releases endorphins (happy hormones)  
 Reduces stress  
 Feels good 

 
200pts. Why are things like hobbies, sports, music and art good for our well 
being? 

 Provides an outlet for our feelings, thoughts and our physical stress 
 They can help us process, reflect on and work through what’s going on in our 

life 
 Self expression can make us feel good about ourselves   

 
300pts. Demonstrate Balloon Breathing and explain when you would use it? 

Put their hands out in front of them a few inches apart. On a count of three, 
imagine that you are inflating a balloon while inhaling through your nose. On 
the next count of three, deflate the balloon by slowly exhaling through your 
mouth. Repeat. 
Anytime! Breathing deeply is a helpful way to start the day, keep us feeling 
good, calm us down or help us feel better and relax throughout the day or 
night.   
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FINAL BONUS QUESTION 
When supporting a friend it is important to be non-judgmental. Give two 
reasons why. 

 Being judgmental makes things worse because when living with a mental 
illness one can often feel unaccepted or left out. It makes asking for help and 
getting support harder, which can stop someone from getting treatment or the 
help they need and deserve.  

 It can be really hard for someone to ask for help because of the stigma around 
mental illness and mental health issues. Being non-judgmental helps break 
down the stigma. 

 Makes it more likely the person needing help will ask for help again if they 
ever need it. 

 It’s respectful. 
 


